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Abstract:
Police reform scholarship tends to emphasize the bureaucratic nature of problems in policing, and, in turn, proposes administrative solutions, such as providing more training or critiquing specific language in a manual. This comment argues that instead of viewing policing problems as at their core administrative, we should be willing to view them, at least in part, as moral failings warranting ethical solutions. This perspective allows research on police reform to draw from a much larger corpus of existing ethical writings. This paper applies ethical theory to police reform in the specific context of U.S. v. Warren, arguing that the success of the reforms implemented in the Warren Police Department is due in large part to the department’s use of Aristotle’s theory of “ethical modeling”: ethics is best taught by providing people with moral models whose behavior they can emulate. Other police departments can apply Aristotelian ethical theory by providing positive models from which officers can learn proper policing practices. This can be accomplished in several ways, such as expanding the use of mentoring programs, using more hypothetical role-playing in training, and publicizing stories of officers who properly de-escalated tense situations.

Introduction
Under the authority provided by 42 U.S.C. § 14141, the Department of Justice (DOJ) can file a lawsuit against a local police department for a “pattern or practice of conduct . . . that deprives persons of rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States.” The DOJ filed a claim against the Warren Police Department (WPD) in 2012 using this statute. While the Technical Assistance Letter that the DOJ issued as a result of its investigation was largely ineffective in facilitating reform, the Settlement Agreement which the lawsuit produced led to several reforms in the following years, most of which are largely regarded as successful. This paper examines...
I argue that the predominant factor that led to success in Warren was the implementation of the Aristotelian idea that people learn ethical behavior by watching role models; the WPD implemented this idea by providing positive models of constitutional policing for officers to emulate. This modeling took several forms, such as the examples set by the leaders in the police department and the use of a mentorship program to train officers. This paper examines the Aristotelian principles in context. Part I focuses on the specific situation in Warren, Ohio, including the incidents that led to the investigation, the provisions of the Technical Assistance Letter and the Settlement Agreement, and the current state of compliance. Part II situates the practical discussion of the use of positive models within a wider ethical framework, arguing that one should view police reform at least in part as an ethical issue and thus should draw from ethical concepts when considering how to successfully implement police reform. Part III concludes by examining how the use of positive models can be used in other police reforms going forward.

I. The Case of U.S. v. Warren

A. Incidents Leading to Reform

The DOJ first began an investigation of police misconduct in Warren in 2003. Multiple incidents triggered the investigation, many of which were allegations of excessive force. Two incidents gained traction in the media. First, in March 2003, a bystander shot a video of WPD officers arrested two teenage sisters (ages 16 and 17). The tape showed one officer slamming one girl on the hood of the car with such force that the hood dented. Another officer hit the other sister on her side with his baton after she was handcuffed. The second incident caused significantly more public backlash, though. In June 2003, a neighbor videotaped an

4. Telephone Interview with Jack Morse, Trial Att’y, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Apr. 15, 2016).
5. Id.
6. Telephone Interview with Jack Morse, Trial Att’y, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Apr. 15, 2016).
incident involving police officers beating Lyndal Kimble in the presence of his wife and child. Officers had originally pulled Kimble over because he failed to use his turn signal. When police suspected that Kimble had hidden a bag of crack cocaine in his mouth they began beating him, also using a chemical spray to subdue him. A neighbor witnessing the incident called 911, saying, “I need an ambulance. We have cops beating the hell out of a black guy. This is not called for. This is bad.”

The story, including the video, made national news. In addition to these use of force issues, there were also instances of unconstitutional searches. In 2003 there was an internal investigation of the strip search of Dominic Gambone, which revealed that some officers had been conducting strip searches and body cavity searches on male suspects even for minor crimes. Gambone received a $75,000 settlement. Officers were also conducting searches that were against department policy, including searching suspects without the prior approval of a supervisor and without filing the necessary paperwork afterward.

These issues caused community organizations to raise concerns that WPD practices were unconstitutional. Multiple local organizations, particularly those involved in the African-American community, including the NAACP, the Trumbull County Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance, and the Greater Warren-Youngstown Urban League, expressed concerns that the relationship between the WPD and the local community was one of distrust. The Urban League made the complaint to the DOJ that prompted the investigation.

---
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While information about how the DOJ makes decisions about which cases to become involved in is confidential, in general the Assistant Attorney General or Deputy Attorneys General would review several justification memos regarding local organizations’ requests for action.\footnote{Id.} The Assistant Attorney General or the Deputy Attorneys General would then decide not to proceed with several of them.\footnote{Telephone Interview with Jonas Geissler, Senior Trial Att’y, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (May 3, 2016).} During the course of the Bush administration, the DOJ opened investigations in only twenty-one § 14141 allegations.\footnote{See Simone Weichselbaum, Policing the Police: As the Justice Department Pushes Reform, Some Changes Don’t Last, MARSHALL PROJECT (May 26, 2015, 6:12 PM), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2015/04/23/policing-the-police#.HTHFinya.} Warren was likely chosen for two reasons: first because there was a sense that there were significant problems at the time in the police departments in various cities in the Rust Belt Region (investigations into the Cleveland and Chicago Police Departments were also opened around the same time), and second because of the media attention.\footnote{Telephone Interview with Jonathan Smith, Chief, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Apr. 13, 2016).} The DOJ began their investigation of the WPD in 2004.\footnote{Telephone Interview with Jack Morse, supra note 6.}

During its investigation, the DOJ discovered that the WPD also had a severely dysfunctional complaint system. Formally, there were two complaint systems: the Complaint Form for serious allegations and the Minor Incident Resolution Form for less serious allegations.\footnote{Letter from Shanetta Y. Cutlar, Chief, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Michael O’Brien, Mayor, City of Warren, Ohio 9 (Mar. 2, 2006), https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/crt/legacy/2010/12/15/wpd_talet_3-2-06.pdf [hereinafter Technical Assistance Letter].} The formal Complaint Form was used for both external and internal investigations.\footnote{Id.} The Minor Incident Resolution Form, however, was for all informal complaints that could be resolved without a full investigation, usually when the complaint alleged what the department considered “insignificant police violations.”\footnote{Id.}\footnote{Id.} The DOJ investigation found that the use of the informal system allowed for “inappropriate handling and resolution of allegations of constitutional violations,”\footnote{Id. at 9–13.} and, because of the lack of thorough investigation, often resulted in the WPD lacking critical information about potential officer misconduct that might expose the department to liability.\footnote{Id. at 9–13.} The language on the complaint form also discouraged people from filing complaints by warning them of potential liabil-
ity. The problems of which were compounded by separate issues regarding how the complaint system was presented to potential complainants. The public generally knew that Police Chief John Mandopoulous would tell citizens who attempted to lodge a complaint to leave the building.

B. Technical Assistance Letter

In 2006 the DOJ issued a Technical Assistance Letter to the WPD. The letter emphasized several areas in need of improvement. First, the policies regarding the use of force needed to be changed. Specifically, there needed to be a policy stating that officers could draw their firearms only when an incident created a “reasonable belief that it may be necessary to use the firearm.” The Technical Assistance Letter also recommended the use of a deadly force review board that would report to and advise the police chief regarding the need for use of force training.

Second, in addition to use of force, the Technical Assistance Letter also addressed how officers conducted searches and implemented the complaint process. The DOJ determined that officers needed more training to adhere to the current policy regarding strip searches and body cavity searches. With regard to the complaint process, many aspects of WPD’s complaint policy that were determined to be satisfactory still needed to be effectively implemented. The DOJ also suggested that the WPD streamline their current complaint system (which contained both the formal and informal complaint processes) to one formal process that would be more accessible to the public. To accomplish this, the DOJ suggested for them to remove language on the complaint form that warned complainants that they could be subject to civil or criminal charges if they knowingly filed an untrue complaint, to accept anony-

---

27. See id. at 11 (saying the complaint language “may inappropriately discourage the filing of complaints”).
28. Telephone Interview with Eric Merkel, supra note 3.
31. Id. at 5.
32. Id. at 6–7.
33. Id. at 7–8.
34. For example, the policy of allowing citizens to file complaint forms with any officer was not adhered to in practice. Id. at 10.
35. Id. at 9.
36. Id. at 11–12.
mous and third party complaints, and to keep a “yearbook” available for complainants so that they could attempt to identify the officer or officers who were the subject of the complaint. Finally, the DOJ recommended that Internal Affairs be willing to investigate additional misconduct discovered in the process of investigating a particular complaint, to proceed in a more timely manner, and to not provide officers with opportunities to corroborate each others’ written statements.

Third, the Technical Assistance Letter suggested for the WPD to introduce mechanisms to facilitate accountability. The DOJ recommended that the command staff and supervisors periodically review uses of force, probable causes for arrests, appropriateness of filed charges, and the reasonableness of the suspicion for searches. Furthermore, the DOJ recommended that the WPD institute an Early Warning System in order to identify officers with repeated violations of excessive force and respond appropriately before a major incident occurred. Finally, in addition to all of the above suggestions, the Technical Assistance Letter emphasized the general need for more training to implement current policy and forthcoming policy changes. Specifically, the DOJ recommended that the WPD require that officers receive forty hours of in-service training each year.

The recommendations in the Technical Assistance Letter led to some improvement in the following years, but generally went unheeded and did not result in the substantial reforms which the DOJ anticipated. While there was a decrease in the number of public complaints regarding use of force, other recommendations had yet to be implemented. There had been other highly publicized incidents of excessive force, including a controversial videotaped incident in 2007 where an officer tased Heidi Gill. There, Gill had come out of a tavern and was combative with officers. In response, an officer tased her several times. The officer’s

37. Id. at 13.
38. Id. at 14.
39. Id. at 20.
40. Id. at 23.
41. Id. at 24–25.
42. Id. at 27.
43. Telephone Interview with Jonas Geissler, supra note 18.
44. BadCase, Woman Tasered By Warren Ohio Police Officer, YOU TUBE (Sept. 24, 2007), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFH9kmKZX_o; see also Telephone Interview with Eric Merkel, supra note 3.
46. Patty Coller, Woman at Center of Warren Police Brutality Case Dies, WKBN FIRST NEWS 27.
tasing was caught on video, which then received national attention and prompted public outrage.47 While the officer was eventually reinstated, Gill was awarded over $300,000 in a settlement.48 Seeing the need for further reform, the DOJ opted to implement a Settlement Agreement in 2012.49 The decision to create an enforceable Settlement Agreement six years after the Technical Assistance Letter was the result of fairly regular reviews of the docket in an effort to resolve cases. While the review was simply a periodic review, rather than a direct result of the change in administration,50 the decision to opt for a more enforceable agreement was a result of a change of approach to Section 14141 litigation. The Bush administration had relied heavily on generalized Technical Assistance Letters. The Obama administration shifted its focus on particularized issues and preferred to use more enforceable agreements to implement specific reforms.51

C. Settlement Agreement

The provisions of the Settlement Agreement were substantively very similar to those of the Technical Assistance Letter. The Settlement Agreement set out concrete recommendations to improve use of force policy, practice, and evaluation. For example, the DOJ mandated that the WPD provide a matrix regarding what level of force is appropriate in response to specific actions,52 equip officers with an intermediate weapon,53 document uses of force in writing,54 immediately inform supervi-

48. Coller, supra note 46.
50. Telephone Interview with Jonas Geissler, supra note 18 (“It wasn’t a political determination. It was driven by the facts.”); Telephone Interview with Tim Mygatt, Special Counsel, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (May 3, 2016) (“In general, we had been working on trying to evaluate the docket and we do that regularly. I can only speak as to when I became a manager in 2011. Jonathan [Smith] and I were going through the docket to look at the older cases just as a regular review. We don’t want the docket to stay idle generally. We had a number of old cases that weren’t being resolved.”).
51. Telephone Interview with Tim Mygatt, supra note 50.
52. Settlement Agreement, supra note 49, at 18; Telephone Interview with Tim Mygatt, Special Counsel, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (May 3, 2016) (stating that the decision to implement an enforceable settlement agreement rather than to proceed with only the unenforceable technical assistance letter was “a difference in the way we started enforcing during the time period”).
53. Id. at 5.
sors of uses of force, and prohibit officers from corroborating with each other on their written statements. As for the complaint process, the DOJ ordered that the WPD accept complaints in several different forms, adhere to specific investigation timelines, and train the internal affairs department to conduct more thorough investigations. The Settlement Agreement also set out specific curriculum requirements for officer training. Additionally, the DOJ mandated the use of an Early Warning System to facilitate officer discipline or extra training at an earlier stage of misconduct. Finally, the agreement created accountability for the police department by implementing regular monitoring by the DOJ.

While it is difficult to categorize reforms into a simple dichotomy of “successful” or “unsuccessful,” the Settlement Agreement reforms in the WPD have had a fairly positive effect. There are quantitative measures of success that can demonstrate that the WPD has come into compliance with the Settlement Agreement rather quickly: by 2013, the WPD had substantially complied with seventeen provisions, partially complied with eighteen provisions, and had not complied with eleven provisions. According to the latest Compliance Letter from January 2015, the WPD was in partial compliance with eighteen of the forty-seven Settlement Agreement provisions, as well as in substantial compliance with the other twenty-nine provisions. Current Police Chief Eric Merkel indicated that they “were told by the DOJ that we were set to come into compliance [with the Settlement Agreement] quicker than any department in the nation.”

In addition to these more quantitative measures of success presented in the compliance letters and charts, there are also more qualitative measures which can demonstrate that reforms have dramatically im-

54. Id. at 7.
55. Id. at 8.
56. Id.
57. Id. at 9–10.
58. Id. at 10.
59. See id. at 11.
60. Id. at 19–20.
61. Id. at 13 (calling the system an “early intervention system”).
62. Id. at 20–21.
63. 2013 Compliance Letter, supra note 3.
65. Telephone Interview with Eric Merkel, supra note 3.
proved community relations. Traci Sabau, formerly an Assistant City Prosecutor who now works in the WPD to ensure its compliance, recounted a recent incident in which there was an officer shooting.66 Within two days of this shooting, the police department held an open forum for all of the interested community organizations.67 The WPD explained what it knew at that point regarding the circumstances of the shooting and reaffirmed its commitment to conduct a thorough investigation.68 Because of this new community-oriented approach to handling questionable officer conduct—surely a result of the WPD’s ongoing cooperation with the DOJ—there was no backlash.69 In Sabau’s words, “[There is an] understanding [in the police department] that being accountable makes it easier to do your job if the community isn’t questioning you. They aren’t fighting you as much. When you need to shoot someone, they understand.”70

D. Reasons for Success

One can speculate as to why the Settlement Agreement was so effective for the WPD whereas the Technical Assistance Letter, which was very similar to the Settlement Agreement, was so ineffective. First, there are explicit textual differences between the documents that could help explain why this might have resulted. The Settlement Agreement contained more concrete goals;71 clearly defined goals surely facilitated changes in the WPD. The Settlement Agreement also contained fewer mandates than the Technical Assistance Letter recommended,72 so perhaps the compliance with the Settlement Agreement is a result of more realistic reform goals. Another factor that certainly contributed to why the Settlement Agreement was vastly more successful was that it contained provisions to allow for more DOJ monitoring to determine if the department remained in noncompliance; the threat of being held in contempt of court if the WPD did not comply also created an incentive to

---

66. Telephone Interview with Traci Sabau, supra note 7.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. For example, the Settlement Agreement mandated specific numbers of training hours and specific protocol requirements and deadlines for internal investigations. See Settlement Agreement, supra note 49 at 9–13.
72. For example, the suggestions about the Trumbull Housing Authority in the Technical Assistance Letter are not present in the Settlement Agreement. Compare Technical Assistance Letter, supra note 25, at 8 with Settlement Agreement, supra note 49.
effectuate change.\textsuperscript{73}

Second, in addition to these textual differences, another reason for success of the reforms can be attributed to the implementation of the Settlement Agreement. The WPD went through a fortunately-timed change in leadership as the Settlement Agreement was being implemented.\textsuperscript{74} Whereas the past leadership at the time of the Technical Assistance Letter was not receptive to reform, the current WPD leadership recognized the need for change in their policies and practices and is thus very cooperative with the DOJ.\textsuperscript{75} Factors as amorphous as leaders’ attitudes and a reform-friendly “police culture” are very difficult to measure and perhaps even more difficult to recreate, especially when the DOJ is confronted with police department leadership that is more prone to react to reforms with hostility than with open arms. Still, it only makes sense that having leadership which models a willingness to improve current policies and practices can be one of the most indispensable means of achieving meaningful change within a police department.\textsuperscript{76} As U.S. Attorney Steve Dettelbach said,

The most important things are cultural. You want to have a culture of responsibility and accountability in the police department, just like any business—a culture of compliance, and that starts at the top. The tone at the top, the leadership is very important in these kinds of situations. And when you have good leadership and good tone it makes everything else easier. . . . If you have a culture of turning [all complaints] away, you’ll never be able to diagnose problems before they get too big. You can have a great complaint procedure and safeguards for accountability but if you don’t have that culture it will fail.\textsuperscript{77}

Officers at all levels, and particularly those in leadership roles, can model for more resistant officers a more cooperative and enthusiastic approach to implementing reforms for more resistant officers.

\textsuperscript{73} Settlement Agreement, \textit{supra} note 49, at 20–23; Interview with Tim Mygatt, \textit{supra} note 50.
\textsuperscript{75} See Telephone Interview with Jack Morse, Att’y, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Apr. 11, 2016).
\textsuperscript{77} Telephone Interview with Steve Dettelbach, U.S. Att’y, N. Dist. of Ohio (Apr. 15, 2016).
In Warren, the opportunity to hire a new police chief created the space for a new, more cooperative leadership to bring the department into compliance with the Settlement Agreement. As previously alluded to, the former police chief, Chief Mandopoulos, did not welcome citizen complaints, nor was he particularly cooperative in implementing the reforms that the DOJ encouraged in the Technical Assistance Letter. Current police chief Eric Merkel explained,

There was no leadership and no discipline [when] John Mandopoulos was the chief. He would literally kick people [who were trying to file complaints] out of the building. During this time, obviously the African American community didn’t like the police. And he wasn’t the greatest spokesman for the police department. He was old school. . . . In [2006, the Department of Justice] issued the Technical Assistance Letter, which [Mandopoulos] didn’t do much with.78

In 2009, Mandopoulos agreed to retire and was replaced by Tim Bowers, who left shortly after.79 Merkel then replaced Bowers in 2013.80 By both the DOJ’s and Warren government’s accounts, Chief Merkel, as well as the other current command staff and supervisors, is very receptive to the reforms. According to Sabau, “This chief, he’s very professional and progressive and open to dealing with the community. . . .”81 Jack Morse shared the same opinion, saying, “[Chief Merkel] is on board with reforming the police department in a very effective manner. And we’re seeing change come to Warren that is both effective, and that’s happening relatively quickly. . . . [T]he progress is to the credit of Chief Merkel and command staff who are on board.”82

In addition to replacing the former police chief, the WPD has replaced approximately a quarter of its sixty officers in the past three to four years.83 Chief Merkel maintains that hiring new officers has also helped to encourage compliance because as opposed to having to convince officers who are resistant to the reforms to change their behavior,

78. Telephone Interview with Eric Merkel, supra note 3.
79. Id.
81. Telephone Interview with Traci Sabau, supra note 7.
82. Telephone Interview with Jack Morse, Att’y, Special Litig. Section, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Apr. 11, 2016).
83. Telephone Interview with Eric Merkel, supra note 3.
“all [the new officers] know is the professional angle of [the DOJ Settlement Agreement].”\textsuperscript{84} These new officers can be trained properly from the beginnings of their careers and are more willing to model enthusiasm for community oriented policing within the department.

A third contributing factor to the efficacy of the reforms is the WPD’s use of certain mentoring techniques in officer training. Though the Settlement Agreement did not explicitly mandate the use of a mentoring program to train younger officers, the WPD has implemented mentoring in both the orientation training of new officers as well as in response to concerns about an officer’s uses of force. New officers must go through a nine-month field training in which they work a shift with three different officers who each provide separate assessments of the new officer.\textsuperscript{85} The department mentors officers who are not as new to the department.\textsuperscript{86} When an officer has had multiple uses of force that seem to manifest not ill intent but lack of training, the WPD also pairs the officer with an officer who has an excellent use of force record. Sabau explains:

We go line by line through every single use of force and we do the same thing with Internal Affairs complaints. Discipline tends to be reserved for issues when it was intentional or [the officer had] bad intentions. If it’s mistakes, it’s training. We have a young officer where none of the situations were wrong but [there was] a pattern of bad tactics. So we put him with one of our most proactive and well versed officers to ride with him for a while. Show him how you do it, how you avoid getting into uses of force, because of different tactics.\textsuperscript{87}

The WPD has one officer, in particular, who has been with the department for many years and has a very good record for not using excessive force.\textsuperscript{88} This officer unofficially specializes in mentoring the newer officers.\textsuperscript{89}

Thus, in addition to implementing the concrete proposals in the settlement agreement, the WPD has effectively created a police culture at

\textsuperscript{84} Id.
\textsuperscript{85} Telephone Interview with Traci Sabau, supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Id.
\textsuperscript{89} Id.
every level of the department hierarchy that recognizes the need for reforming policies and practices to achieve community-oriented policing, by using positive modeling in both police culture (by rehiring) and in training (by mentoring programs). This culture was created and is perpetuated by fortunately timed rehiring and the use of mentoring.

II. Police Culture and Mentoring as Aristotelian Modeling

Many articles attempting to isolate the factors that contribute to successful, long-lasting police reforms focus on accountability. In these articles, authors often focus on particular means by which to achieve accountability, such as through information gathering or community involvement. Of course, the importance of creating accountability for police officers cannot be overstated. The DOJ brings § 14141 claims because there is a “pattern or practice of conduct by law enforcement officers . . . that deprives persons of rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution and other laws of the United States.” Essentially, a police department has behaved poorly yet has not independently instituted reforms. It is absolutely necessary to provide the appropriate discipline and training when officers engage in unconstitutional behavior, and that can only happen through mechanisms of accountability.

The discourse in these accountability-focused articles approaches problems in policing as bureaucratic problems that can be solved, at least in large part, by creating the proper set of incentives and disincentives. This outlook is likely accurate in many ways. Viewing problems in policing as bureaucratic systems of incentives, however, does not fully capture the depth and multi-faceted nature of police reform. One critique of this paradigm is that it overemphasizes the importance of workplace environment and largely neglects the importance of individual character. This is understandable because it is easier to conceptualize changing environments, and environments surely influence individual behavior. However, by focusing on the system of incentives and accountability to implement those incentives, we perhaps lose sight of the fact that there

91. 42 U.S.C. 14141, (2012); see, e.g., Complaint, supra note 2, ¶ 1.
are other ways to facilitate reforms.

Another way to view the problem of unconstitutional policing that is not so widely advocated for in the literature is as an ethical issue. Excessive force, unreasonable searches, and the police officers’ lack of empathy toward their communities are all moral problems. Whether such problems stem from ignorance of the law or from malicious intentions, the need for police officers to treat citizens with appropriate levels of respect and compassion is a problem well within the ethical sphere.

Thus, it is not surprising that one can draw from ethical theories when attempting to construct methods of reform. The method that was employed in Warren—the use of positive modeling—is one that has its roots in Aristotle’s Virtue Ethics. Aristotle emphasizes the importance of ethical “role models” to demonstrate to students how to be a virtuous person:

Virtue then, being of two kinds, intellectual and moral, intellectual virtue in the main owes both its birth and its growth to teaching (for which reason it requires experience and time), while moral virtue comes about as a result of habit . . . . Again, it is from the same causes and by the same means that every virtue is both produced and destroyed, and similarly every art; for it is from playing the lyre that both good and bad lyre-players are produced. And the corresponding statement is true of builders and all the rest; men will be good or bad builders as a result of building well or badly. For if this were not so, there would have been no need of a teacher, but all men would have been born good or bad at their craft.92

By intellectual virtue, Aristotle means qualities such as “knowledge, good judgment, and ‘practical wisdom,’” whereas by moral virtue he means qualities such as bravery, honesty, and fairness.93 The distinction

93. JONATHAN BARNES, ARISTOTLE: A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION 125 (2000) (“Aristotle distinguishes between excellences of character and excellences of intellect. The former include both what we think of as moral virtue—courage, generosity, fair-mindedness, and so on—and also such dispo-
is not terribly important, though, in the context of police reform as reforms should encourage both kinds of virtue.

This method of teaching virtue differs from other methods in that it emphasizes the educational development involved in becoming virtuous. Whereas other systems of ethics, such as utilitarianism or Kantianism provide bases for virtuous behavior (such choosing an action based on what will bring about the most good for the most people, or performing your duty, respectively), Aristotelian virtue ethics provides not just one formula on which to base moral decisions, but instead provides an educational method to learn virtue.\(^{94}\)

In regard to both intellectual and moral virtue, Aristotle’s view that one’s habits create one’s character creates an important role for those who exemplify proper behavior and instruct others as to how to behave properly. Teachers and role models help us form the habits necessary to cultivate both types of virtue. Thus, the importance of role models in the early stage of moral development cannot be understated. It is our role models who provide us with someone to emulate, and thus facilitate habits that aid in virtue.\(^{95}\)

\[\text{A. Implementing Aristotle’s Models of Virtue}\]

There are various ways in which police departments can implement Aristotle’s idea of providing positive models of virtue. Some are fairly simple and are already quite commonplace. Providing model policies to police departments required by settlement agreements to rewrite those policies implements positive modeling in a very basic sense. Additionally, as previously mentioned, police departments can use mentoring programs to show officers practical skills, such as how to de-escalate tense situations, when it is appropriate to use certain degrees of force, and when it is appropriate to conduct certain kinds of searches. Models can also more generally demonstrate attitudes of cooperation and enthusiasm for reform. While it can sometimes be difficult to find models for more senior members of the force, programs such as the DOJ’s Community Oriented Policing Services Office can organize peer exchanges in an effort for more senior officers to work with other senior officers at different

\(^{94}\) See \textit{BLACKBURN, supra note 92, at 17, 86–93.}
\(^{95}\) See \textit{Virtue Ethics, supra note 92.}
Another fairly popular way to incorporate modeling is by using hypothetical scenarios in training. This can provide more memorable training by providing officers with past interaction experiences to rely on in the field. By allowing officers to act out hypothetical scenarios during training, those officers in charge of training can not only provide critical feedback but can also draw attention to when an officer responds to an incident properly. Using hypothetical scenarios in training also provides a more public forum in which several other officers can observe and learn from an officer responding well in a hypothetical situation. Thus, incorporating this kind of modeling in hypothetical training scenarios provides an even more efficient use of role models than mentoring does. While on-the-job mentoring might allow one officer the opportunity to observe a role model, training provides a forum in which several officers can observe.

Changing hiring practices to attract officers and police leadership who are enthusiastic toward community policing is also an important way to provide role models within a police department. The DOJ ordinarily cannot mandate that police leadership be forced to leave because the department has had a pattern of unconstitutional practices. The situation in Warren was fortunate in that the uncooperative police chief had served in the department for decades and was ready to retire as the Settlement Agreement was about to be implemented. Yet, because of natural turnover, particularly in larger cities where police chiefs are not likely to stay more than a couple years, there will likely be fairly frequent opportunities to fill leadership positions with officers who embrace reforms even in departments without such extraordinarily well-timed rehiring needs as the WPD. If the DOJ and the local government focus their resources to reform hiring practices and attract new officers who want to institute reforms and practice constitutional policing, they can help provide positive models in both the police leadership and in the

96. Telephone Interview with Tim Mygatt, supra note 50.
99. Telephone Interview with Steve Dettelbach, supra note 77.
101. Telephone Interview with Jonathan Smith, supra note 20.
lower levels.

One interesting way to incorporate modeling and also create positive incentives for officers to successfully avoid uses of force when possible is to publicize incidents when officers behaved well. The Portland Police Department recently made use of this technique. There, the DOJ was involved to help the Portland Police Department with crisis intervention process.102 During the DOJ involvement, the Portland Police Department’s Chief intentionally sought press coverage when an officer resolved an issue without using force.103 This created a series of stories in local papers recounting how officers behaved well.104 This method of publicizing serves the dual purpose of improving community relations and (just as the use of hypothetical scenarios in training) providing a very efficient use of modeling.105 Furthermore, this method provides an opportunity for several other officers to learn—and hopefully seek to replicate—from another officer’s good conduct.106 For Portland, this method seems to work. While the total number of use of force incidents does vary from quarter to quarter, there is a general trend in reduction, as there were 197 total force incidents in 2013,107 whereas the number of cases involving force dropped to 150 in 2017.108

B. Benefits to Ethical Modeling

There are many beneficial aspects to this ethical modeling approach to police reforms. First, it can be used regardless of the size of the department. Most of the methods detailed above were used in Warren, a police department of only approximately 60 officers.109 A department does not need the immense manpower and resources of the New York Police Department or the Chicago Police Department to draw attention

102. Id.
103. Id.
104. Id.
105. This also demonstrates the interconnectedness of the various methods of using modeling. This kind of publicizing came as a result of the Portland Police Chief’s own initiative. Without positive role models in police leadership, other uses of modeling to encourage reforms are not likely to occur. See Telephone Interview with Jonathan Smith, supra note 20 (“You have to have a very good chief who did it on their own.”).
106. The Seattle Police Department also implements a similar program. Telephone Interview with Tim Mygatt, supra note 50.
109. Telephone Interview with Eric Merkel, supra note 3.
to positive models of policing. Second, exploiting positive role models within the department is cost effective. When compared to the cost of hiring outside monitors, which can be quite expensive, mentorship, hypothetical scenarios, model policies, emphasizing rehiring, and drawing attention to good behavior are relatively inexpensive ways to encourage constitutional policing even in departments with very limited resources.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, modeling is an effective educational tool that helps to improve the morale of the police department. Various educational studies have found that modeling appropriate behavior produces positive educational results. The encouraging nature of positive modeling also helps to improve officer morale. Discipline is certainly necessary to address problems in policing; police departments do need to create a set of incentives that discourages poor behavior and encourages good behavior, and discipline accomplishes half of that purpose. However, if departments overemphasize discipline at the expense of providing positive models, they can discourage officers and cause them to be less enthusiastic about the need to ensure constitutional practices.

Some may feel that viewing the problem of police reform as an ethical issue rather than a technocratic issue is akin to academic hand-waving that does not actually provide any substantive insight into the issue of constitutional policing. After all, viewing the problem as one which creates the correct set of incentives allows plenty of room to institute not only negative incentives but positive incentives as well; police departments can still focus on rewarding community-oriented policing without bringing in the seemingly unrelated field of ethics. However, viewing the problem of police reform as an ethical issue illuminates the multi-layered nature of policing problems, which come, not just from bureaucratic failures, but also from failures to teach ethical behavior.

110. Telephone Interview with Traci Sabau, supra note 7.
112. Telephone Interview with Jonathan Smith, supra note 20 (“When you talk to officers they always think they’ll be hung out to dry politically. They feel they’re scapegoats. Have the Department holds itself accountable, and now the process has some integrity. It really is about making the department a different place, and the positive rewards, I’m not sure people have kind of figured out the right way to fully recognize that.”).
Additionally, viewing the problem as at least in part ethical allows those who pursue police reform to draw ideas from the expansive field of ethical scholarship rather than being limited to the rather recent scholarship regarding bureaucratic incentives.

Further, the role model component of Aristotelian virtue ethics essentially makes an educational claim that is not encompassed by simply setting up positive incentives in addition to negative incentives. The role model format goes beyond providing rewards to officers regarding what to do; it also takes account of the fact that learning, especially learning that is more than simply recalling a fact but instead must manifest itself through conduct in high-pressure situations, can at sometimes be better facilitated by imitation rather than by particularized verbal instructions. 113

Some might also argue that in fact the problem is generally not an ethical problem but one of ignorance; perhaps in general police officers police unconstitutionally not out of malice but because they are not aware of the proper standards. 114 This point overgeneralizes and once again neglects to take into consideration all forms of police misconduct. While many instances of unconstitutional policing might result from ignorance of the law (i.e. those involving the proper standard for conducting certain searches), some instances (particularly use-of-force issues) do seem to carry a substantial moral component. Additionally, role models likely do provide an effective educational tool even in those instances
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114. See, e.g., Floyd v. City of New York, 959 F. Supp. 2d 658, 658-63 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (referencing lack of and incorrect training as a primary reason for the New York Police Department’s unconstitutional stop and frisk practices); CHARLES R. EPP, STEVEN MAYNARD-MOODY & DONALD P. HAIDER-MARKEL, PULLED OVER 7 (2014) (“Instead, attention should focus on institutionalized practice: how the structure of incentives, training, and policy in contemporary policing makes it more likely that officers will act on the basis of bigotry . . . .”); PETER FINN, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, CITIZEN REVIEW OF POLICE: APPROACHES AND IMPLEMENTATION 5 (2001) (recounting three avenues—policy, supervision, and training failure—by which citizen review boards find the department responsible for the individual officer’s misconduct, all of which pertain to need to disseminate more knowledge).
in which police misconduct may not seem to primarily result from moral failing. While the empirical data regarding the effectiveness of using role models compared to incident reporting is not available, there is a compelling argument that the use of positive models was one of the primary reasons why the reforms following the Settlement Agreement in Warren were so successful.

III. Conclusion

When one turns on the news only to hear another story of horribly egregious acts committed by the police, it is clear that the question of how to reform police conduct is largely an ethical question: how do we teach police officers to behave better? Thus, it is no surprise that ethical theories can offer some insight as to how to go about police reform. According to Aristotle’s philosophy of Virtue Ethics, we can facilitate ethical behavior in others by providing positive role models. This idea can be translated into the context of policing in several different ways, some of which are quite simple to implement and rather widespread now (such as the use of model policies and the incorporation of hypothetical scenarios into officer training), while others are a bit more complex and less universal (such as the emphasis on rehiring and publicizing stories in which officers successfully dealt with a situation without having to resort to force). Because creating situations in which officers in need of training can learn from role models requires no minimum amount of monetary resources or manpower, police departments of any size can make use of Aristotle’s modeling.

While it is of course necessary to provide accountability for police officers, it is also essential to frame reforms not only in the negative. Rather than exclusively focusing on what conduct is not permitted, we should also emphasize positive statements about what conduct is encouraged and provide models to demonstrate desired behavior. There is no doubt that creating accountability and enforcing discipline helps to influence officer behavior; but, if police departments and the DOJ do not take advantage of providing positive examples for officers to emulate, they are using only half of the methods available to them to create meaningful reforms.